SOLID WOOD
PLANK FLOORS
CREATIVE CLASSICS. BY YOU
Walk on wood

You can feel it. Solid wood under your feet is a sensual pleasure. Pleasing to the eye, karmic to the soul and naturally warm to the touch. It adds authentic texture and design to any room. The deep pleasing sound when you walk across the floor is just right, and even after the smell of cut wood has worn off, the air will remain fresher. You can express yourself - get carried away - without a care in the world that you may damage or stain the floor, because good design is as easy to live with, as it is to look at. People thrive on solid wooden floors.
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A Junckers floor is for real life

There is no substitute for quality. This has been our premise since Junckers began producing solid wooden floors some 80 years ago. Our floors are made for life - meaning real people’s real lives, to look beautiful through generations of daily use. We employ unique manufacturing techniques synonymous only with Junckers, and each of our floors bears the hallmarks of remarkable craftsmanship. To date, we have supplied more than 100 million m² of solid wooden flooring to all corners of the world, from the White House in Washington to the Pushkin Museum in Moscow. But mostly, we supply to real people’s everyday lives.
Flemming Juncker, the founder of Junckers Industrier, was a forester. When he started the production of parquet floors in the 1930s, he tried to utilize the parts of the hardwood trees which were then only used as firewood. This resulted in a more profitable utilization of the wood resources and thus gave the forest owners a better financial basis for replanting and maintaining their forests.

Through the better utilization of the wood resources Flemming Juncker contributed to making forestry viable, and this is still Junckers’ philosophy. In the regions where we source our wood for sports and dance floors, new trees are planted to such an extent that the total forest area grows each year. This and the fact that the existing forests are thriving is living proof that they are well managed.

Junckers’ manufacturing process uses 100% of the wood. By-products such as bark, chippings and sawdust are used to fuel the on-site power plant providing electrical power and steam for use in the production of our flooring in Koege. Actually the contribution to production of energy is larger than what is possible to use at the Junckers factory and therefore the plant also provides electricity for the Danish national grid.

Junckers is chain of custody certified according to both the timber certification schemes PEFC and FSC. We will continue to work actively together with our local partners and international organizations to preserve the forests in a manner so as to leave forests for future generations to use.

FSC and PEFC are independent forest certification schemes. Both organizations work globally to promote legal and sustainable foresting, in order to secure nature, humans and resources.
Wood is good for you

A Junckers floor is a worry-free zone for your workplace and home. You, your family, children, guests, colleagues, cats or dogs can get on with everyday life without having to think about the floor. Dirt and dust cleans up quickly and easily. A vacuum cleaner or damp cleaning does the trick, renewing the crisp freshness that only wooden floors produce.

With mould spores, dust mites and other allergens short of places to hide, the room will be cleaner and healthier than with most other types of flooring. Add to this the fact that our solid floors are manufactured without the use of insecticides, i.e. PCP (pentachlorfenol), or laminating adhesives, and you will see why Junckers floors create truly worry-free zones. For you, and everyone in your life.

As a natural, living material solid wood creates wonders for your indoor climate. The temperature will remain even, due to the natural heat retention of wood. The level of humidity will be balanced, and, unlike carpeting and laminated floors, static electricity from IT equipment, TV screens and the like will be minimised due to the non-conducting composition of solid wood.
Dark ash is an extremely elegant wood in high demand for flooring as well as interior design in general. The white pigmented surface adds Nordic elegance while enhancing the lively structure of the wood.
Straightforward authenticity, light and timeless comfort are keys to Junckers ORIGINAL COLLECTION of Nordic hardwoods, ash and oak. These woods blend into classic interiors with natural ease, earned through generations of familiar service. Yet their understated, soft composure equally serves as a pleasing complement to the sharper lines of modern architecture. These floors are classic and confident and will enhance any interior style with their unaffected naturalness.
Nordic Light Ash

Light ash has a very fine, light expression with a characteristic grain structure. Over time it attains a golden tone. Ash grows naturally in mixed wood forests.
Dark Ash is very characteristic due to the distinct graining created by the nut-brown heartwood and the light parts of the wood – reminiscent of zebrawood.
Oak is extremely tough, durable and forgiving, making the wood exceptionally well suited to flooring. The structure is distinct in golden nuances and ages gracefully to a deeper glow. Oak grows across most of Europe.
**Oak**

Oak is a beautiful, honey brown timber with an attractive grain pattern. A modern classic.

- Thickness/Width: 15/129 mm
- Thickness/Width: 20.5/140 mm

**Nordic Oak**

Nordic Oak has a white toned finish which adds elegance to the floor and enhances the beautiful structure of the wood.

- Thickness/Width: 15/129 mm
- Thickness/Width: 20.5/140 mm
- Surface: Ultramatt lacquer

**Light Ash**

Blonde in colour. Ash plank displays golden tones from light to medium. Its vivid graining pattern is rich in appearance and pleasing to the eye.

- Width: 140 mm
- Thickness: 20.5 mm

**Dark Ash**

Dark Ash is very distinct and attractive in appearance. The inherent dark browns of the hardwood contrast beautifully with lighter areas in the grain.

- Width: 140 mm
- Thickness: 20.5 mm

**Nordic Light Ash**

Nordic Light Ash has a white toned finish which adds elegance to the floor and enhances the beautiful structure of the wood.

- Width: 140 mm
- Thickness: 20.5 mm
- Surface: Ultramatt lacquer

**Nordic Dark Ash**

Nordic Dark Ash has a white toned finish which adds elegance to the floor and enhances the beautiful structure of the wood.

- Width: 140 mm
- Thickness: 20.5 mm
- Surface: Ultramatt lacquer
With its warm, nut brown expression and great strength, this is an exclusive floor that will enhance your space for life. The fresh wood is golden but quickly turns red and darker. Merbau is a common noble wood type in South East Asia.
Indulge in a world of select woods, sumptuous dark tones and a through-and-through elegant feel. The warm and exotic colours will provide unflustered weight to any space and at the same time, simply carry the room. White walls and ceilings rise from the floor, and the sense of spaciousness is certainly heightened. Give in and enjoy – Luxury Collection floors are designed to fill your life with luxurious pleasure and style.
Oak is extremely tough, durable and forgiving, making the wood exceptionally well suited to flooring. The structure is distinct in golden nuances and ages gracefully to a deeper glow.
At Junckers we are as uncompromising in our standards as our customers are.

Nordic Oak Boulevard
Black Oak was originally a natural product of the forest - yet it was no tree. In former days, black oak occurred when an oak trunk had rested a few hundred years in marshland.

A natural process turned the wood black. Junckers has recreated the distinct, exclusive expression through a unique full thickness vacuum dyeing process.
**The luxury collection**

**Oak Boulevard**

Oak is a beautiful, honey brown timber with an attractive grain pattern. A modern classic. Extra wide for that luxurious look.

- Width: 185 mm
- Thickness: 20.5 mm

**Merbau Boulevard**

Extra wide for that luxurious look and with its warm, nut brown expression and great strength, this is an exclusive floor that will enhance your space for life. The fresh wood is golden but quickly turns red and darker.

- Width: 185 mm
- Thickness: 20.5 mm

**Merbau**

With its warm, nut brown expression and great strength, this is an exclusive floor that will enhance your space for life. The fresh wood is golden but quickly turns red and darker.

- Width: 129 mm
- Thickness: 20.5 mm

**Nordic Oak Boulevard**

The neutral appearance of the extra wide Nordic Oak Boulevard is created by adding a white tint to our very popular oak. The beautiful and strong graining pattern is still visible, yet demonstrates a slightly more subtle look.

- Width: 185 mm
- Thickness: 20.5 mm
- Surface: Ultramatt lacquer

**Harmony Oak Boulevard**

Oak is a beautiful, honey brown timber with an attractive grain pattern. A modern classic. Extra wide for that luxurious look.

- Width: 185 mm
- Thickness: 20.5 mm

**Harmony Nordic Oak Boulevard**

The neutral appearance of the extra wide Nordic Oak Boulevard is created by adding a white tint to our very popular oak. The beautiful and strong graining pattern is still visible, yet demonstrates a slightly more subtle look.

- Width: 185 mm
- Thickness: 20.5 mm

**Variation**

**Black Oak**

Black Oak flooring recreates the appearance of the much sought-after “bog oak” where ancient oaks preserved beneath peat bogs for hundreds of years emerge with a similar “through and through” black colour.

- Width: 140 mm
- Thickness: 20.5 mm

**Black Oak Boulevard**

Extra wide for that luxurious look. Black Oak flooring recreates the appearance of the much sought-after “bog oak” where ancient oaks preserved beneath peat bogs for hundreds of years emerge with a similar “through and through” black colour.

- Width: 185 mm
- Thickness: 20.5 mm
the design Collection
In a creative universe where every interior detail and element is carefully selected and serving a purpose, a specially designed floor will complete the individual design story and amplify the total experience of your living area or workspace. Delve into the possibilities of new finishes, reflective surfaces, pearl shines, enhanced textures, bright colours or subtle tones – the naturalness of solid wood remains ever present. Add a twist in classical surroundings or make a bold statement. But most of all: Give the floor a thought – give it an idea.
Pearl is achieved by adding a grey pearl wash with reflective qualities to the surface of European white oak.

Oak Natural Pearl Boulevard
The extra wide planks - 185 mm - bring an exclusive feel to any room.
Textured Oak

Junckers unique brushed planks add texture to the floor, pleasing to look at and to touch. Via a special, hard brushing technique the soft wood is removed from the surface of the planks, leaving the grain more prominent. Textured oak can be combined with a number of striking surface treatments and colours from the design collection, to enhance the structure of the wood even more.
Dark Luxe: Textured Oak Black Velvet
Textured
Scandinavian Nature
- touched by silver and pearls

*Oak plank: Harmony*
Width: 140/185 mm
Thickness: 20.5 mm
Surface: Ultramatt lacquer

Textured
Cozy Symphony
- where warmth and tranquility meet

*Oak plank: Harmony*
Width: 140/185 mm
Thickness: 20.5 mm
Surface: Ultramatt lacquer

Textured
Dark Luxe
- a blend of mystique and spiritual desire

*Black Oak plank: Harmony*
Width: 140/185 mm
Thickness: 20.5 mm
Surface: Oil

Textured without colour
Brushed surface without colour is available as untreated, with a clear oil or lacquer on:

**Solid plank floors**
- 15 mm and 20.5 mm Oak in Classic, Harmony and Variation.
- 20.5 mm Ash in Classic
- 15 mm and 20.5 mm Black Oak in Harmony and Variation.

Junckers unique textured oak floors have an attractive distinct surface that is produced via a special hard-brushing technique developed by Junckers. By moving the softer sapwood from the upper surface of the wood, the tougher and darker heartwood is raised, showing off the lively grain structure in a silky-soft surface.
**Oak Natural Pearl**
A pale pearl wash with reflective qualities enhance the characteristics of the oak.

**Oak plank Harmony**
- Width: 140/185 mm
- Thickness: 20,5 mm
- Surface: Ultramatt lacquer

**Oak Golden Pearl**
A medium grey pearl wash with reflective qualities compliment oak.

**Oak plank Harmony**
- Width: 140/185 mm
- Thickness: 20,5 mm
- Surface: Ultramatt lacquer

**Oak Silver Pearl**
A silver grey pearl wash with reflective qualities to the surface of oak.

**Oak plank Harmony**
- Width: 140/185 mm
- Thickness: 20,5 mm
- Surface: Ultramatt lacquer
A solid wide board floor from Junckers is an investment that is likely to add permanent value to any building, but most importantly, it should enhance your space and everyday life. It adds pleasure yet be out of mind. To achieve a result that matches your dreams in terms of both design and functionality, you need to get a number of details right. Simply draw us into your project, the earlier the better. We will be happy to share from our extensive third-generation experience and technical knowledge and assist you closely through the phases of design, technical detailing, installation and maintenance. That way you can avoid costly pitfalls and enjoy all the benefits of an exceptional Junckers floor – year after year after year.
Pick your planks

No two trees are the same. No two cuts. No two planks. Each plays its own lyrical tune, composed by weather, seasons and forest wildlife for the best part of a century. That’s the very charm and challenge of working with wood. A Junckers floor will be just your floor. No copies.

To create a harmonious, individual result, we select and sort the wood for each floor. You can choose between three grades of graining:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CLASSIC</td>
<td>A very even colour and uniform appearance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARMONY</td>
<td>A natural appearance with more colour and grain variation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VARIATION</td>
<td>A very rustic look with lots of colour and graining</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Design freedom without pipes and heaters

Underfloor heating is an economical, luxurious and very elegant solution without visible pipes and heaters. It works to perfection under Junckers floors because, unlike tiles and stone, solid wood is naturally warm and pleasant, whether or not the heating is on. The result is not only a treat under bare feet, but also a comfortable, even room temperature.

Water-based underfloor heating is generally suited for residential and commercial buildings, while electrical systems are ideal for minor renovations. The unique Junckers Clip System enables the Junckers floor to be floated over most modern underfloor heating systems, fitted within a screed subfloor. Alternatively, the underfloor heating system can be placed between battens or joists with the Junckers boards nailed over the top.
Junckers ships decking

Wood is a living material that changes slightly with the seasons. During summer periods of high humidity the floorboards will expand a little, just as they will contract during winter and dryer seasons, leaving small, natural gaps between them. This is the innate character of wood. However, applying Junckers Ship’s Decking System, neoprene strips between the boards will absorb the movements so that the floor will look the same all year round. More than that, the visible neoprene strips will enhance each board to create a spectacularly elegant floor that will appear equally harmonious and robust. Whatever the season, let your mind wander to warmer days at the beach.
Light Ash Ships Decking
All you need is free space

Junckers solid wooden floors are fast and easy to install. The laying method depends on the existing or planned conditions, the sub floor plus your wishes for height, underfloor heating, hidden cables and pipes, etc. Basically, if you have the free space, we have an easy way to lay your floor.
Clip System
» quick, easy and shallow in elevation
Junckers unique Clip System enables a floating floor to be fitted directly onto a screeded or wooden base, without the need for battens. This laying method works perfectly with underfloor heating and is excellent for reducing impact sound into rooms below.

Glued floor
» robust sound and feel
Junckers floors can be glued down to any base including screed, and wooden materials using the unique, environmentally friendly Junckers Parquet Glue. Based on silicone, the glue also serves as a moisture membrane. A glued floor provides a very robust, solid feel, reducing the sound underfoot within the room and gives you a free hand in making creative patterns in the floor.

Battens
» strong installation
Our 20.5 mm floors are structurally strong. They can be nailed to battens and joists to level out the floor and gives plenty of space for pipes, cables, insulation, underfloor heating and other technical requirements to be placed underneath the floorboards.
The perfect finish

Junckers daily care

A Junckers floor is easy to clean thanks to the high quality and professional finish. Sweeping or vacuum cleaning your floor will get rid of most dust and dirt. To clean a stained floor, damp cleaning usually does the trick. To keep your floors looking stunning, use Junckers professional clean and care products designed to nourish and maintain the wood while you clean.
Junckers oils and lacquers
If you have chosen a pre-finished Junckers floor, you can start using it straight after installation. With raw planks, you will need to treat the surface first. Using Junckers professional series of oils and lacquers you can create the exact look and surface quality you wish. Use a discreet finish to let the wood speak for itself or add a surprising effect or colour to achieve a distinct look. Junckers oils and lacquers are all easy to use and produce a professional and durable result. Should you ever have a change of heart, our thick, solid planks can be sanded again and again, allowing you to redesign the look of your floor whenever you want.

Junckers accessories
To a perfect floor belongs a perfect finish. Junckers has a wide range of wooden accessories, including skirting boards, thresholds, pipe covers etc. There is also a range of professional underlays, such as the silencing JunckersFoam or the silencing moisture resistant ProFelt. So the sooner you call a Junckers consultant into your floor design, the more likely you are to end up with a perfect floor.

Junckers Woodcare System
includes a complete range of products for treating and maintaining your wooden floors and over time, you can watch your floors grow more beautiful.